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T em per at ur e and P r es s ur e D ependence

C oncent r at i on D ependence

Only in a zero approximation the chemical potential µ can be regarded as constant.
A more detailed approach considers the temperature and pressure dependence of µ. Often
linear approaches are sufficient:
ì = ì0 + á·(T - T0)
ì = ì0 + â·(p - p0)
For the temperature coefficients á and pressure coefficients â of the chemical potential of a
substance B the following rules are valid:
á(B|g) << á(B|l) < á(B|s) < 0
0 < â(B|s) < â(B|l) <<< â(B|g)
Already these qualitative rules allow many useful conclusions, but also quantitative
considerations are possible.
Experiment: Annealing of silver oxide
2 Ag2O|s ® 4 Ag|s + O2|g
ì$/kG 2·(-11)
á/G K-1 2·(-121)

< 4·0

+0

4·(-43)

process not possible

Example from everyday life:
Evaporation of water
H2O|l ® H2O|g
$
ì /kG -237 < -229

If the water vapor is diluted by air,
the value of its chemical potential
decreases below that of liquid
water.
Precondition
for drying wet
laundry

-205

Because of the strongly negative á value of the gas O2 the process is favored by a
temperature increase. If blackish brown silver oxide is heated, white shiny silver metal
remains in the test tube. The presence of oxygen is demonstrated with a glowing splint .
Experiment: Boiling by cooling

A very important application is the derivation of the “mass action law.” If we consider a
general reaction
B + C + ... ®
the equilibrium is etablished when
¬ D + E + ...
ìB + ìC + ... = ìB + RT lncr(B) + ... = ìD + ìE + ... = ìD + RT lncr(D) + ...
From this follows: K c = exp

H2O|l ® H2O|g
-237 < -229
ì$/kG
3
â/ìG Pa-1 18.1
24.8·10

A linear approach can be chosen if the concentration
change Äc = c - c0 is small:
ì = ì0 + ã·(c - c0)
While á and â (except for gases) still depend from the
type and the milieu of the given substance the
concentration coefficient ã is a universal quantity:
RT
for small c at constant T
ã=
c
The combination of these two relations results in the socalled “mass action equation:”
ì = ì0 + RTln(c/c0) = ì0 + RTlncr mass action equation
The more diluted a substance is, the lower its chemical
potential.

process not possible

Because of the very high positive â value a pressure reduction results in the preference of the
gaseous state. At sufficiently low pressure, here caused by the condensation of water vapor,
even lukewarm water begins to boil heavily.

R el at ed E ner gy

(

ìB + ìC +... - ìD - ìE - ...
RT

W = Äì·n
In contrary, the transfer of a substance
from a high (ì1) to a low potential (ì2)
releases energy. This released energy
can be used by special apparatus, socalled “matter engines,” comparable to
water mills or steam engines.

r

r

M i xt ur es
An (average) chemical potential can
also be assigned to a mixture of two
components A and B with the mole
fractions xA and xB:
ìM = xAìA + xBìB average chem. pot.
homogeneous mixture M:
chemical potential of the
component A in the mixture:
ìA = ìA+ RTlnxA
Þ ìM = xAìA + xBìB +
RT(xA·lnxA + xB·lnxB)
heterogeneous mixture M:
ìM = xAìA + xBìB

The chemical potential depends not
only on the composition but also on the
temperature. These dependencies can
be used to construct
the phase diagrams.

W = S(T2 - T1)

Experiment: “Drinking duck”
The “drinking duck”
uses the potential difference between liquid
water and water vapor
for its movement.

Example: Mixture of two
liquid components
( high temperatures: single

minimum Þ homogeneous
mixture
low temperatures: one maximum and two minima Þ in the
composition range between the
two minima a mixture of two
phases is more stable than a
single-phase solution)

By means of an appropriate equipment
the movement of the duck can be
utilized to do work, e.g. to lift a weight.

Experiment: Mixing of
phenol and water: When
heated a heterogeneous
phenol-water mixture becomes homogeneous.

W = n(ì2 - ì1)

S preadi ng of S ubstances

P r edi ct i on of P os s i bl e R eact i ons
The sum of the chemical potentials ì on each
side of the conversion formula
A´ + A´´ + ... ® B´ + B´´ + ...
—positive or negative ones—determines in
which direction a reaction tends.
Experiment: Dissolution of
marble in hydrochloric acid
If a few pieces of marble are
put in hydrochloric acid, a
strong effervescence can be
observed.
CaCO3|w + 2 H+|g ® Ca2+|w + H2O|l + CO2|g
ì$ -1129

+ 2·0
-1129

> -554 + (-237) + (-394)
>
-1185
ì

process possible
Also the dissolution of gases like ammonia
in liquids can be explained in this way.
Experiment: Ammonia fountain
A few drops of water are
enough to decrease the
pressure in the flask so
drastically that water is
drawn upward in a strong jet.
NH3|g ® NH3|w
ì$ -17

> -27

process possible

K c: equilibrium number

that of excess Fe3+ or SCN– solution, however, again to the product side.

Curtain up for
the experiments!

W = m(ø2 - ø1)
with ø = ø0 + g·h

) = c (B)·c (C)·...

Experiment: Iron (III) thiocyanate equilibrium
An equilibrium can also be disturbed: The addition of water causes a shift of
the equilibrium to the reactant side for the reaction
3+
–
[Fe(H2O)6] + 3 SCN ®
¬ [Fe(H2O)3(SCN)3] + 3 H2O,

Students often regard chemical
thermodynamics as very abstract
and remote from day-to-day
life. Therefore, we use in our
textbook numerous links to
everyday experiences and
especially the motivating power
of more than eighty fascinating
demonstration experiments.

The energy needed for the transfer of an
amount of substance n from a low
chemical potential ì1 to a high potential
ì2 is given by

cr(D)·cr(E)·...

chemical potential of substance A after addition of a small amount of foreign substance B:

Weight as model from everyday life
Just the sum of the weights G on each side
—positive or negative ones—determines to
which side the seasaw leans.
The left side wins, if
G(A´) + G(A´´) + ... > G(B´) + G(B´´) + ...
Equilibrium is established, when
G(A´) + G(A´´) + ... = G(B´) + G(B´´) + ...

ìA: chemical potential of the pure substance A
resulting experimentally observable effects are for example
â development of osmotic pressure

Pure and dissolved substances
(for 298 K, 100 kPa and 1 kmol m-3)

When two solutions with different concentrations of a dissolved Example from everyday
substance B are separated by a semipermeable membrane only life: cherries burst after
passable for solvent A, A will migrate through this membrane from a long rain
the more diluted solution (with respect to B) to the one with higher
concentration. An excess pressure called osmotic pressure
results from this flow of A into the concentrated solution.



ì /kG

Substance

Formula

Iron

Fe|s

0

Oxygen

O2|g

0

Marble

CaCO3|s

Carbon dioxide CO2|g

Unit: Gibbs (=J mol-1)
ì=0
valid for elements

-1129
-394

Ammonia

NH3|g

-16

Water

H2O|l

-237

Water vapor

H2O|g

-229

Hydrogen(I)

H+|w

Calcium (II)

Ca2+|w

-554

Ammonia

NH3|w

-27

ì<0
Þ substance can
be produced spontaneously from the
elements

0

(Abbr.: s: solid, l: liquid, g: gaseous, w: aqueous)

ìA = ìA + RT lnxA = ìA + RT ln(1 - xB) » ìA - RT xB

for xA ® 1

indirect mass action equation

Experiment: Osmotic cell
A colored saturated CaCl2 solution is filled into a hollowed carrot and a riser
pipe is attached. One observes a continous rise of the solution in the pipe.
Biological membranes surrounding living cells are semipermeable. The
solvent water migrates from the more diluted solution within the cells of the
carrot into the concentrated, therefore water-poor, salt solution in the cavity.
â freezing-point depression of the solution
A frozen liquid A melts more easily when a substance B that is soluble in the
liquid but not in the solid is added. Because of the presence of B, the
chemical potential of the liquid phase decreases so that it falls below that of
the solid phase which begins to melt.
Experiment: Whisky “on the rocks”: When whisky or ethanol is poured over
ice, it will become considerably colder than 0 °C.

